
Balance (the first was issued in 1992), Gore states: “None of Brass-Knuckle Tactics toward South Africa
U.S. government documents show that, as Vice President,our measures will fully succeed unless we achieve population

stabilization—one of the most important environmental chal- Al Gore practices what he preaches. He has used every bully-
ing tactic short of war to stop the Republic of South Africalenges of all. An overcrowded world is inevitably a polluted

one. Since I wrote this book, the earth’s population has in- from leading a revolt within global institutions for poor na-
tions to gain access to the production of affordable, genericcreased by 500 million people; 800 million people go hungry

each day; 2 billion live without electricity; 2 billion don’t anti-retroviral drugs, to prolong the lives of those who are
either HIV-positive or suffering from full-blown AIDS. Gorehave access to sanitary facilities; 1.3 billion are without clean

water; and 1 billion live on less than one dollar a day.” Rather has been a party to threats to punish South Africa, which is
facing an HIV/AIDS emergency, because it has threatened tothan a true “Marshall Plan” to alleviate this poverty, Gore

calls for population control measures to reduce the population break the death-grip of the pharmaceutical cartels on these
life-prolonging drugs, not only in Sub-Saharan Africa, butby 2 billion or more people, as he advocated as head of the

U.S. delegation to the 1994 UN Conference on Population throughout the Third World.
Al Gore is lying, when he claims that South Africa is notand Development in Cairo.

General of the UN. He served as Secretary General of theMaurice Strong, Gore, UN Conference on the Human Environment, the “Stock-
holm Conference,” which took place in 1972, and wasand Malthusian Genocide
one of the main international launching pads for the green
fascist agenda of zero growth and environmentalism. It

Canadian oligarch Maurice Strong is one of Vice President was there that he first crossed swords with LaRouche, be-
Al Gore, Jr.’s closest collaborators, one of Lyndon ing one of the first oligarchs to attack LaRouche publicly
LaRouche, Jr.’s most long-standing oligarchical oppo- as a danger to their Malthusian agenda. In 1992, Strong
nents, and a leading proponent of the policies of Malthu- served as Secretary General of the UN Conference on the
sian zero growth that have propelled the AIDS pandemic Environment and Development (UNCED), known as the
forward. “Rio Summit.”

Born in 1929, Strong He was made a trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation
is a member of Queen in 1971 (and serves still today as a board member), which
Elizabeth II’s Privy gave him a grant for running his Stockholm Conference
Council for Canada; office. He hired British political intelligence operative
chairman of the Earth Barbara Ward, Lady Jackson of Lodsworth, who wrote
Council; senior adviser much of the preparatory materials for the conference.
to World Bank President After associates of LaRouche intervened against
Sir James Wolfensohn Strong’s genocide policy at the 1972 Stockholm Confer-
(Strong’s protégé); ence, Strong issued a slanderous memorandum, compiled
Foundation Director of by himself and Lady Jackson, which he circulated among
the World Economic the Anglo-American oligarchy.
Forum; and on the board More than anyone else, it was Strong who drew Al
of directors of several major corporations, including Toy- Gore into the orbit of radical Malthusianism and ecological
ota Motor Corp. He was a co-founder with Britain’s Prince fascist zealotry. He has worked closely with Gore since
Philip of the secretive 1001 Club, the “piggybank” of the Gore was a Senator and founded an organization of global
World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Strong hand-picked the Ca- parliamentarians for the environment. Strong worked
nadian members of the Club, known as the “Strong Kinder- closely with members of Gore’s staff who assisted Gore
garten,” of 80 or so top promoters of ecological fascism in writing thefirst edition of Earth in the Balance: Ecology
in Canada. and the Human Spirit (New York: Houghton Mifflin,

Strong’s record as an eco-fascist appears to have begun 1992), especially Gore’s Senior Legislative Assistant for
when he left his job as chairman of Power Corp., to take Energy and Environmental Policy, Katy McGinty. She
over Canada’s External Aid program in the late 1960s. also served as Congressional Staff Coordinator for the U.S.
There, through combined public-private institutions, he Senate delegation to the Rio Summit. According to Strong,
spread eco-fascist propaganda and ran clandestine opera- it was through Gore’s intervention that the United States
tions internationally. participated in that Summit at the heads-of-state level.

In 1969, he went to New York as an Undersecretary —Scott Thompson
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